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ABSTRACT An analytical method is developed that allows one to explore the way in which the
geometrical structure of a neuron's dendritic tree affects the time-course and amplitude of
transient potentials generated at different locations on dendritic branches. The method
requires that, for a given dendritic arborization, one associates a symmetric geometry for
which exact mathematical expressions for time-varying dendritic potentials can be calculated.
The value of the dendritic potential for the asymmetric geometry is evaluated by adding
correction terms to the results for the symmetric geometry. Several model trees are examined,
and in each case the analytical results are expressed in terms of two closely related families of
functions. These functions provide a precise formalism for systematically analyzing the way in
which the voltage transient at a given point depends upon the geometrical structure of the
dentritic tree. Several numerical examples are presented. A discussion of how to generalize the
method and of some potential applications are given.
INTRODUCTION
In spite of many years of extensive research the neuron remains enigmatic. Although neuronal
structure and function are inextricably intertwined, their relationship (with a few special
exceptions) is essentially unknown to us. The awesome complexity of the dendritic tree makes
it difficult to elucidate the neuron's passive integrative behavior, and prevents the dendritic
tree's own functional role from being fully understood. In addition, until recently many crucial
aspects of neuronal structure and function were beyond the resolving power of experimental
analysis. In the last few years there have been a number of related developments that, when
taken together, have allowed a finer assesssment of the dendritic structure-function relation-
ship and a deeper appreciation of its significance for brain functioning.
The first of these has involved improvements in our ability to visualize neuronal structure.
Dyes, which spread to all of a neuron's processes, can be injected electrophoretically into an
identified cell body through the same micropipette used to detect the neuron's electrical
activity. For example, the flourescent dyes Procion yellow and Lucifer yellow have been used
extensively at the light microscopic level (some representative studies are Stretton and
Kravitz, 1968; Van Essen and Kelly, 1973; Gutnick and Prince, 1981), while the enzyme
horseradish peroxidase has been used both for light microscopic studies (e.g., Gilbert and
Wiesel, 1979) and for those at the electron microscopic level (e.g., Christensen and Ebner,
1978). Along with comparable developments in the use of computer-assisted reconstruction
techniques (see Lindsay, 1977, for a review), these advances make it now possible to visualize
the complete three-dimensional morphology of a nerve cell whose electrophysiological
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behavior has been recorded, and when applied to electron microscopic studies, to locate all the
synapses impinging upon the reconstructed neuron. For example, Davis and Sterling (1979)
reported that by reconstructing 32 adjacent neurons from electron micrographs of 150 serial
sections through area 17 of the visual cortex, cells could be divided into seven classes based on
differences not only in size, shape, and dendritic branching, but also on differences in synaptic
input (the lateral geniculate nucleus had been destroyed before examination of the cortex).
They concluded that lateral geniculate input is distributed in specific patterns in at least six of
the seven classes of cortical cells they identified.
A second set of developments has arisen from the recent importance attached to local
circuit neurons in our understanding of brain functioning. Evidence has accumulated that a
majority of the neurons in the mammalian central nervous system possess relatively short
processes and make contact only with neighboring neurons (Rakic, 1976; Schmitt et al., 1976;
and Schmitt and Worden, 1979 provide useful reviews of this evidence, as well as overviews of
this entire area). In contrast to long axon or projection neurons with integrative capabilities
focused at the axon hillock, local circuit neurons mediate their interactions by graded
electrotonic potentials and often interact with one another through high sensitivity (submilli-
volt threshold) dendrodendritic synapses.
The olfactory bulb provides a striking illustration of information processing in local
neuronal circuits (Shepherd [1979, Chapter 8] provides an excellent discussion of this
system). The afferent inputs to the bulb from receptor cells in the nasal cavity synapse onto
mitral cell dendrities in spherical regions of neuropil called glomeruli (see Fig. 8.2 of
Shepherd, 1979) where dendritic branches of one of the interneurons, the periglomerular cell,
can also be found. The mitral cell, which has several secondary dendrites that make contact
with another interneuron, the granule cell, finally gives rise to a long axon which becomes part
of the lateral olfactory tract.' The mitral cell makes dendrodendritic synapses with both the
granule cell (Rall et al., 1966) and the periglomerular cell (Pinching and Powell, 1971; White,
1972), and thus has both synaptic inputs and outputs from all parts of its dendritic tree.
Electronic spread, apparently, is sufficient for conveying input electrical activity to the output
regions in both the glomerulus and in the secondary dendritic regions; active spikes have been
unequivocally identified only along the mitral cell's axon (Shepherd, 1979).
Finally, a large number of reports in the last few years have implicated changes in dendritic
morphology with learning, aging, and certain mental diseases. Greenough and his collabora-
tors, for example, have shown that the social and physical stimulation provided by an animal's
rearing environment affects the branching of dendrites in several brain regions (e.g., Fiala et
al., 1978; Greenough and Volkmar, 1973), and that dendritic modifications occur in adult rats
following a specific learning experience (Greenough et al., 1979). Mehraein et al. (1975)
reported that the extent of the dendritic tree, as well as the density of dendritic spines of
pyramidal cells from the cingulate gyrus and the hippocampus were greatly reduced in
patients with either senile dementia or Alzheimer's disease, while Purpura (1974) showed
dendritic spine dysgenesis in cortical neurons in children with profound mental retardation.
More recently, Buell and Coleman (1979) have presented evidence suggesting that the
'In this discussion we ignore other synaptic relationships, and other cells in the olfactory bulb as well.
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dendritic tree of some cells continues to grow in normal human aging, while in senile dementia
there is a failure of this sustained growth.
From the above developments we can infer that in the not-too-distant future experimental
information will be available on the three-dimensional shape of neurons whose electrical
activity has been monitored and on the location upon such a neuron of most or all of its
synaptic inputs (many of whose regions of origin will be known). Coupling this with the
research being done on local circuit neurons, particularly their way of transmitting and
processing information electrotonically, and with the manifest importance between dendritic
morphology and brain functioning, we see that it will be important to have available a
neuronal model that treats the cable properties of the dendritic tree along with its complex
geometry in a realistic fashion. Specifically, we would like to have a precise language
(preferably mathematical) that can relate dendritic morphology to the spread of postsynaptic
potentials.
Although neuronal models for studying the cable properties of dendritic trees have existed
for a number of years, most have not considered how geometry affects a neuron's input-output
characteristics. Instead, they have dealt with dendritic branches by lumping them together to
avoid having to treat them individually. This is especially true for transient potentials. The
best known and most fruitful of these models comes from the work at Wilfrid Rall
(1959-1977). One of his most important discoveries was the equivalent cylinder class of
dendritic trees (Rall, 1962a), for which it is possible to treat the entire tree mathematically as
if it were a single cable. This way of modeling the passive behavior of a neuron has been used
extensively by Rall (1962a, b, 1964, 1967, 1969) and others (e.g., Jack and Redman, 1971a,
b; Redman, 1973). The equivalent cylinder class of Rall (see Fig. 1) is characterized by the
3/2-power law:
N
d
-/2= dj32 (1)
k-i
dj is the diameter of the jth dendritic branch; djk are the diameters of the daughter branches
into which it divides. It should be noted that Rall never proposed this as a law of nature.
Although some observations (Lux et al., 1970) seemed to confirm the validity of the
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FIGURE 1 Diagram illustrating Rall's equivalent cylinder model. The symmetric dendritic tree will
behave electrically the same as the equivalent cylinder if the 3, rule for branch diameters is obeyed.
(Modified from Rall, 1962b)
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relationship for motorneurons, other studies (Barrett and Crill, 1974a; Hillman, 1979) have
reported substantial deviations from the 3/2 rule.
The specific assumptions associated with the use of the equivalent cylinder class of
dendritic trees are the following:
(a) The 3/2 rule for dendritic diameters holds at each junction.
(b) Although branch lengths can be unequal, all terminal branches must end with the same
boundary condition, and at the same electrotonic distance.
(c) Synaptic inputs are at the same electrotonic distance on all (Rall, 1962a, b, 1969; Jack
and Redman, 197 la, b) or some (Redman, 1973) of the dendritic branches.
More recently, Rall and Rinzel have developed a formulation that relaxes this last
assumption. They treat the situation where there is an input at only a single branch of a
dendritic tree. Both steady-state (Rall and Rinzel, 1973) and transient potentials (Rinzel and
Rall, 1974) are obtained.
The Rall model has contributed greatly to our understanding of neuronal behavior,
especially on the dominance of the dendrites in determining the passive cable properties of the
motorneuron, as measured at the soma (Rall, 1977; Redman, 1976). And indeed, one can
argue that the assumptions made by Rall, Redman, and their collaborators to simplify the
complexity of a dendritic system were crucial to the analysis, most particularly because of the
limited experimental data available on the anatomical parameters of dendrites, on the
electrophysiological parameters of dendrites, and on the location of synapses upon the
dendrites. The theoretical work of Rall, Redman et al. has, in fact, been instrumental in
enabling the values of some of these parameters to be determined (see Redman, 1976, for a
review).
Nevertheless, because of the changing experimental scene discussed previously, certain
simplifications in the Rall model can now be viewed as limiting the kinds of analyses that can
be done. The major disadvantage of restricting one's attention to the equivalent cylinder class
is that it eliminates the ability to assess how various portions of the dendritic tree "interact"
with one another in determining the integrative properties of the neuron. Moreover, the local
circuit features of a tree require a more realistic modeling of the geometry of a dendritic
system, especially if one is investigating regional computation within a dendritic tree. Finally,
there is little evidence in favor of the three assumptions listed above that are associated with
the equivalent cylinder class. Redman's (1976) overview of the experimental situation leads
him to conclude that even in motorneurons the validity of the 3/2 rule is questionable. The
assumption that all branches of a dendritic tree are the same electrotonic length has also been
questioned recently; Christensen and Teubl (1979) have presented some results that are
incompatible with its validity. Hence, in order to extend the Rall model so that a greater
understanding of the role played by the dendritic geometry can be acquired, it is necessary to
study neurons that are not of the equivalent cylinder class. That is, a model should be
developed that does not make use of the three assumptions listed above.
One way to do this, of course, is to employ the numerical modeling techniques of a
compartmental analysis (Rall, 1964). In this approach one approximates a continuous
dendrite (or dendritic tree) as a set of resistively coupled isopotential regions. Treatments of
this kind have been performed on fairly complicated dendritic systems (e.g., Perkel and
Mulloney, 1978; Glasser, 1977). However, while numerical methods are valuable for
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examining a particular system, analytical expressions might permit one to find general
properties of dendritic organization, thus enabling one to elucidate the significance of
differing geometrical patterns of dendritic branching.
I have developed a theoretical method for determining analytical expressions for the
time-course and amplitude of transient potentials in dendritic systems with fairly complicated
geometries. The method provides a way to assess how the geometrical structure of a neuron's
dendritic tree influences the propagation of postsynaptic potentials. My model is based upon
the work of Butz and Cowan (1974), and it allows one to investigate neurons which are not of
the equivalent cylinder class. Butz and Cowan developed a graphical calculus that generates
analytic solutions for the Laplace transform of the membrane potential at any point on the
dendritic tree of neurons with arbitrary dendritic geometries. My work provides a method for
determining the inverse transform (which is the transmembrane potential change) in analytic
form. Most significantly, all the results I have obtained are expressed in terms of two closely
related families of functions, thus furnishing a suitable mathematical language with which to
examine the dendritic structure-function relation.
BUTZ-COWAN MODEL
The Butz-Cowan (1974) model starts with the cable equation representation of electrotonic
potentials in which a distributed model is used. First proposed by Rall two decades ago (Rall,
1959), the major assumptions made are the following (see Fig. 2): (a) all dendritic branches
are treated as cylinders of uniform passive nerve membrane. A unit membrane area is
represented as a capacitance in parallel with a voltage-independent (passive) resistance. (b)
The extracellular space is assumed to be an isopotential. (c) Each unit of membrane is
connected to its neighbors by core resistances, resulting in each cylinder being regarded as a
one-dimensional cable of finite length. (d) At all branch points membrane potential is
assumed to be continuous, and core current is conserved. These assumptions allow one to say
that v (x, t), the electric potential of the inside of a dendrite with respect to the outside, must
be a solution of the cable differential equation (for a derivation of this result, see Jack et al.,
t~~~~~ ~ am
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FIGURE 2 Cable model in one dimension. The upper diagram shows a dendritic branch with core current
i and membrane current i4. The lower diagram shows the equivalent electrical circuit: a unit area of
membrane is represented by a capacitance (C) in parallel with a conductance (G); each unit area is linked
to its neighbors by a core resistance (R).
FIGURE 3 Unbranched dendritic tree of length L with a recording electrode at x and a current input at a
distance D from the origin.
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1975):
a2V(X, t) v(x,' t)
-V(x, t) = 0 (2)
ax2 O9t
x is the position along the dendrite, t is the time;
A2 1/RG (3)
T = C/G. (4)
R, C, and G are, respectively, the core resistance, the membrane capacitance, and the
membrane conductance of the cable representing the dendrite.2 For a given dendrite these
parameters are taken to be constant. X is called the space constant, and r is the time constant
of the branch. The membrane potential, v (x, t), is measured relative to the resting potential.
The electric current within the core is given by
i(x, t) = 1 v(x, t) (5)
o9x (5)
A standard way to solve the partial differential equation given by Eq. 2 employs Laplace
transformation techniques (Churchill, 1958). We define the Laplace transforms of v(x, t) and
i(x, t) by the following equations:
V(x, s) = f v(x, t)e-St dt Lv(x, t) (6)
I(x, s) = i(x, t)e-' dt -Li(x, t). (7)
Eqs. 2 and 5 are then replaced by ordinary differential equations for the Laplace transforms:
d2V(x, s) - 'y2V(x, s) = 0 (8)
d(x s) + RI(x, s) = O (9)dx
with
XST± *1 (10)
The general solution to these equations is easy enough to write down:
V(x, s) = A(s) cosh yx + B(s) sinh yx (11)
2My notation follows that of Butz and Cowan (1974). In particular, the symbol L stands for the physical, rather than
the electrotonic length of a branch.
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and
1
I(x, s) =-- [A(s) sinh Pyx + B(s) cosh 'yx] (12)
zc
where Zc = R/-y is called the characteristic impedance of the cable. The unknown constants
A (s) and B (s), which are functions of the transform parameter s, are determined by the
boundary conditions. For a branching dendritic tree the determination of A and B is very
complicated.
Butz and Cowan (1974) developed a graphical calculus for generating analytical solutions
for V(x, s) at any point on the dendritic tree of neurons with arbitrary dendritic geometries.
The V(x, s) they calculate is in response to a synaptic current input at any specified point on
the dendritic tree. Using their rules, one can write down the solution to Eq. 8 no matter how
complicated the geometry. Essentially, they provide a systematic, nonrecursive way to
determine A(s) and B(s) of Eq. 11. We shall illustrate their results with two examples. In both
cases we take the ends of the dendritic branches to be "sealed" (i.e., open-circuit termina-
tions).
Unbranched Dendritic Tree
Fig. 3 shows the geometry for this example, which is the simplest case: an unbranced tree of
length L, a recording electrode at x (which is used symbolically to denote the point at which
the potential is to be evaluated), and a synaptic input at D (x < D). Then,
V(x,) = L*IL ID ( ) (13)
[-I
Zc cosh yx cosh y(L - D) I (s) (14)
sinh yL
where I.Y (s) = L iy (t), iy (t) being the current produced by the synaptic input. Eq. 13 shows
the diagramatic form for V(x, s), whereas Eq. 14 gives the corresponding analytic expression.
b~~~~~~
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FIGURE 4 (a) A branched dendritic tree with one primary and two secondary branches. The current
input is on a secondary branch, a distance D from the bifurcation. (b) A branched dendritic tree with one
primary and two secondary branches. The current input is on the primary branch, a distance D from x =
0.
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The translation between the two is given by
One Bifurcation Point, One Proximal, Two Peripheral Branches
Fig. 4 a shows the geometry for this example, the second simplest case. The primary branch
has length 4, the secondary branches have lengths LI and L2. There is a current source at
some point D along the peripheral branch LI. The rules of Butz and Cowan (1974) give us the
following expression for the potential at a point x along the primary branch:
V(X, S) = ZCOZC,ZC2 [X:] * [I 2] * [LI - * ISY(s) (17)
==
ZC,ZC2 cosh y0x cosh Y2L2 cosh yl (LI - D) Ih(s)
I-4Z<Oc, cosh 'yo4 cosh 7y1LI sinh 7'2L2
+ Z,OZC2 cosh yoLo sinh -yLI cosh y2L2
+ ZC,ZC2 sinh yoL4 cosh yiLI cosh 72L2
(18)
b
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FIGURE 5 A branched dendritic tree with two bifurcations. (a) Current input on a tertiary branch, a
distance D from the bifurcation; (b) current input on a terminal secondary branch; (c) current input on a
nonterminal secondary branch; (d) current input on the primary branch.
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[-] * = Zc cosh yx
[L] = Zc sinh yL.
(15)
(16)
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where Zc, = Ri/y, and yi = (sri + 1 )/2/X. Notice that the complexity of the mathematical
expression for V(x, s) increases dramatically as we increase the number of branches.
Figs. 5 and 6 show more complicated geometries. In these, and all other such cases, the
rules of Butz and Cowan (1974) permit us to find V(x, s). In addition, they provide rules that
allow the boundary condition at the end of each dendritic branch to be independently
specified. For example, one terminal may be represented by a sealed end boundary condition,
whereas a second could have a "killed end" (closed circuit) terminal. Furthermore, their rules
can incorporate the addition of a cell body at one terminal (e.g., x = 0). The cell body is best
represented by a "lumped-soma" boundary condition (a conductance Go in parallel with a
capacitance C0). For a discussion of these boundary conditions, see Jack et al., 1975.
THE INVERSION OF V(x, s)
To utilize the Butz-Cowan formalism when dealing with transient potentials, we must find the
inverse Laplace transform of V(x, s):
v(x, t) = L1 V(x, s) (19)
Butz and Cowan did not do this. However, v(x, t) is the transmembrane potential difference,
and so it is ultimately the quantity of both experimental and theoretical interest. Although
numerical methods may be used, my objective is to generate analytical expressions for v(x, t).
Tables exist that provide the inverse Laplace transforms for a large number of common
functions (Oberhettinger and Badii, 1973), but even a relatively simple branching system,
such as in Fig. 4 a, produces a function, the V(x, s) of Eq. 18, which is much too complicated
to be found in tbese tables. Consequently, a different approach must be tried.
If one looks carefully at the equations of Butz and Cowan (1974), one finds that all of their
results can be written in the following form:
V(x, s) = R(x, s)A(D, s)F(G, s)I,y(s) (20)
where R (x, s) is a factor that depends upon the location at which the potential is to be
evaluated (i.e., the recording electrode's position), A (D, s) depends upon the position of the
synaptic input, F(G, s) depends upon the geometry of the dendritic tree, (the symbol G is used
to denote this dependence) and Iy(s) is the Laplace transform of the input current. Of course,
each of these is a function of the transform parameter, s. For example, for the tree shown in
L~~~~~
FIGURE 6 A branched dendritic tree with one primary and three secondary branches. (a) Current input
on a secondary branch; (b) current input on the primary branch.
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Fig. 4 a with V(x, s) given by Eq. 18,3
R(x, s) = Z4. cosh yox (21)
A(D, s) = coshT1yl(LI - D) (22)
cosh y LI
F(G, s) = ZC,Z2 cosh yjLI cosh T2L2 (23)
E AZ<Oc, cosh yOLO cosh -yL1 sinh y2L2
+ Z4Zc2 cosh yoLo sinh -yL, cosh Y2L2
+ Zc,Zc2 sinh yoLo cosh yIL, cosh 72L
Suppose we define the following inverse Laplace transforms:
r(x, t) = L -'R (x, s) (24)
a(D, t) = £-'A (D, s) (25)
f (G, t) = £L-'F(G, s), (26)
then the convolution theorem (Churchill, 1958) may be used to obtain an expression for
v(x, t):
v(x, t) = 1 dt2 f2 dt3 dt4 r(x, t4)f (G, t3 - t4)a(D, t2 - t3)isy(t - t2). (27)
This form for v(x, t) offers more hope for evaluating the dendritic contribution to the way
synaptic inputs affect the cell body. The crucial aspects can be summarized as follows:
(a) The Laplace transform of the dendritic potential, V(x, s), is in a mathematical form
whereby the geometry of the dendritic tree, the recording electrode's position, and the
synapse's position occur in separate factors.
(b) By using the convolution theorem we have preserved, in a sense, this separation of
factors in the mathematical expression for v(x, t).
(c) Consequently, since each factor has been separated out, approximations can be applied
to each without changing the others. In particular, we may study Eq. 26 to see how significant
the various parts of a dendritic tree are to v(x, t).
As can be seen from Eq. 27, after r(x, t),f (G, t) and a(D, t) are found, v(x, t) is obtained
by evaluating an integral involving each of the separate inverse transforms. Generally, it is not
possible to find exact mathematical expressions for the inverse transforms. However, if the
dendritic arborization possesses certain symmetries, one can obtain the inverse transforms of
the various factors in analytical form without using approximation techniques. I call the
integral expressions for v(x, t) for these special geometries "primitive integrals." For an
asymmetric dendritic tree the expression for v(x, t) will be of the form:
v(x, t) = primitive integral + correction terms. (28)
3The choice of which terms to include in R, F, and A is not obvious. The forms given by Eqs. 21-23 represent the most
appropriate choice. The rationale used is explained in the Discussion section of this paper. There, we shall also see
that A (D, s) is not totally independent of the geometry.
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Although highly idealized, the geometries corresponding to the primitive integrals provide
ample diversity to investigate the structure-function relationship. The correction terms can be
evaluated by means of standard approximation techniques, such as the use of a Taylor series.
Most of the remainder of this paper will be concerned with the primitive integrals, although
one example will illustrate the asymmetric situation; future papers will address the asymmet-
ric cases in a more detailed fashion.
THE PRIMITIVE INTEGRALS
The above method was used to study a number of dendritic geometries. Essentially, we began
with the simpler cases and progressed to more complicated ones. In each we have obtained the
primitive integrals in analytical form for all possible positions of the synaptic input. In all the
cases we have assumed sealed end boundary conditions for each branch termination. In
addition, for every configuration we have taken the recording position to be x = 0, which
means that r(x, t), the inverse transform of the factor involving the recording electrode's
position, is the same for each case; it is the factors a(D, t) and f (G, t) that vary. We also
assume the time constant (r) is constant everywhere in the dendritic tree. A crucial
assumption made for deriving the primitive integrals is that each branch has the same
diameter. This implies essentially that the space constant (X) and the characteristic
impedance (Zj) are constant throughout the tree. Approximations must be used when branch
diameters are not uniform. Therefore, most of our illustrations will focus entirely on branch
length and branch number as the geometrical parameters of interest.
The primitive integrals correspond to dendritic arborizations which possess certain symme-
tries: (a) a tree in which the lengths of all the branches are integral multiples of some
fundamental length; or, (b) a tree in which one or more branches are taken to be infinitely
long, and the lengths of remaining branches are integral multiples of some fundamental
length. The latter geometries approximate the situation where some branches are very long
relative to others.
The remarkable outcome of this analysis is that the results can be expressed in terms of two
closely related families of functions, which we call the G-functions. They are defined as
follows:
Gmn;(L, t L J cosh y(L - D) 129Gmn;c(L - D, t) = 'm sinh yL + n cosh yLJ (29)
Gmn;s(L D, t) =L-'| sinh y(L - D) l
lm sinhyL + ncoshyLJ
The inverse transforms of the expressions within the brackets can be determined by writing
the hyperbolic functions as exponentials. To illustrate,
cosh y(L - D) e tD + e-2(L
-D)I
m sinh yL+ncosh yL (m +n)[1(r -n)e-2YL]7 7 (~~~~m +n)|-( -2L
1 , (m
-:n){e-y(2kL+D) + e-7[2(k+l)L-D]} (31)
m + fl k-O
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Defining4
g(x, t) = x e_t/Te_rX2/4X\. (32)
and using L-' exp (- yx) = g(x, t) (Oberhettinger and Badii, 1973), we get
Gmn;c(L - D, t) = m+(m {g[2kL + D, t] + g[2(k + 1)L - D, t]. (33)
Similarly,
Gmn;s(L - D, t) (m + J {g[2kL + D, t] - g[2(k + 1)L - D, t. (34)m + n k-O~ n;
The infinite series that define the G-functions converge absolutely. The time behavior of these
functions is illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8.
All the results I have obtained involve different combinations of these G-functions. The Gs
that enter differ from one another primarily in the values of m and n; that is, in the values of
the coefficients of each term of the series. To see the elegance and simplicity of this formalism
we turn to the specific cases studied.
SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS
Unbranched Tree
(See Fig. 3 for the configuration.) From Eq. 14
V0 Z, cosh y(L -D) I,()(5
V(O's)= CsinhyL
Choosing
R(0, s) =Zc=R (36)
-y
A (D, s) = hy(L-D) (37)A(D,s)- sinh yL
F(G, s) = 1 (38)
gives us
RX et/Tr
r(0 V7) = /1;;;(39)
'The function g(x, t), except for the factor exp (-t/r), is essentially the so-called derived source solution of the
diffusion equation. The unit source solution of the equation u,,-,- = 0 is given by uo (x, t) - exp (x2/4t)/ , and
the derived source solution is defined as h (x, t) = xuo (x, t)/t. We see that g(x, t) = -r'exp (-t/r) h (x/X, t/r). A
good discussion of the mathematics of these solutions can be found in Widder (1975).
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FIGURE 7 A plot of g(x, t) vs. t for two values of the ratio x/X. Notice that as x increases, the maximum
value of g becomes smaller, and occurs later in time. The units were chosen so that r - (2 4i-'.
a(D, t) = Gio;c(L -D, t) (40)
f(G, t) =6(t) (41)
where 6(t) is the Dirac delta function.
It should be mentioned that Eq. 40 is not the standard way to write the inverse transform of
the function given by the right-hand-side of Eq. 37. Generally, the inverse transforms of such
functions are expressed in terms of theta and modified theta functions, and their derivatives
(see Oberhettinger and Badii, 1973). The use of the 0-function formalism offers a much
clearer and more coherent way to write these inverses, as is demonstrated in Appendix B.
The expression for v(x, t) is obtained by inserting Eqs. 39-41 into Eq. 27.
GCL-D 19
1.5 .I/ D =O.95X
0 0.0875 0. 175 0.2625 0.35
FIGURE 8 A plot of GIo(L -D, t) vs. t. As D becomes larger, the maximum of G1o;¢ becomes smaller,
and occurs later in time. As in Fig. 7, the units are such that r - (2 ,/Y '.
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One Main, Two Peripheral Branched Tree
A. INPUT ON PERIPHERAL BRANCH (see Fig. 4 a). The expression for V(x, s) is
given by Eq. 18; R, A and F are shown in Eqs. 21-23, respectively. Because R(O, s) is
precisely the same as in the previous example, so is the inverse transform r(O, t), given by Eq.
39. Indeed, because r(O, t) remains unchanged in the subsequent examples as well, it will no
longer be mentioned. Since the branches all have the same diameter, ZCO = ZCI = Zc2 and 'yO=
'Y1 = 72-
Because there is potentially an infinite number of primitive integrals, we can only illustrate
the results for some specific examples. The primitive integrals we choose as illustrations
correspond to the following symmetric geometries: (a) L= = L2 L; (b) 4 = LI L;
L2 cc; (c) =L2 L;l occ; (d) L; LI, L2-c; (e)Lo L; LI =L2= 2L; (f)
4L= L; LI = 2L; (g) L= = 2L; L2 = 3L. We have chosen a large number of
illustrations for this overall geometry because we can discuss the analysis used with a
minimum amount of algebraic complication.
(a) Lo = L,= L The expressions for A (D, s) and F(G, s) reduce to the following:
A(D, s) coshy(L-D) (42)
cosh -yL
F(G, s) = 3 inh'yL* (43)
We get
a(D, t) = G0I;(L - D, t) (44)
and
f (G, t) == 1/3GlO;J(0, t). (45)
(b) Lo = LI -L; L2 oo The expressions for A (D, s) and a(D, t) remain unchanged.
F(G, s) reduces to
F(G, s) 146
2 sinh
-yL + cosh zyL (46)
which gives
f(G, t) = G2i;c(O, t) (47)
(c) Lo = L2 L; L, co The expressions for F(G, s) andf(G, t) are the same as in the
previous case, i.e., Eqs. 46 and 47; A (D, s) becomes
A(D, s) = e-D (48)
and thus,
a(D, t) = g(D, t). (49)
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(d) Lo L; LI, L2 - A (D, s) and a(D, t) are given by Eqs. 48 and 49, respectively;
we also find
F(G, s) sinhyL ± 2coshL (50)
f (G, t) = G12;c(0, t) (51)
(e) Lo L;L, = L2= 2L For this case
cosh y (LI - D) cosh y(2L-D) (52)
A(D,s)= coshyL I cosh2yL
which yields
a(D, t) = Gol;c(2L - D, t). (53)
The expression for F(G, s) is
cosh2 2yL
F(G's) =2 coshyL cosh 2yL sinh 2yL + sinh yL cosh 22yL
1 1 154
5 sinh yL 5 |sinh yL + i Nf. cosh yL sinh -yL - i v5 coshyL} (4)
which gives
f (G, t) = 1/5 GiO;c(O, t) + 2/5 {Gij5;c(O, t) + GI-irj;c (0, t)1. (55)
Although each of the two terms within the brackets in Eq. 55 contains both real and
imaginary parts, the sum, and thusf (G, t), is purely real.
(f) Lo = L2 L; L, = 2L A (D, s) and a(D, t) remain unchanged from the previous
case, and therefore are given by Eqs. 52 and 53, respectively. We find
F(G, s) = coshyLLosi2coshyLcosh2L (56)
cos2 y sih yL + 2 sinh yL cosh yL cosh 2 TyL (6
4 sinhyL 8 sinh YL +- i cosh IyL h h-i2 cosh (yL5
and thus,
f (G, t) ='/4GiO;c(O, t) + 8/sIGji,2;c(0, t) + Gi.q,2;c(0, t)j. (58)
As before,f(G, t) is purely real.
(g) Lo= LI = 2L; L2 = 3L Because this example is algebraically involved, we spell out
some of the intermediate steps. As in (e) and (f), a(D, t) is given by Eq. 53. The
geometry-dependent factor is written
F(G, s) = sh2 2L sih csh 2yL cosh 3-yLs5h
cos22yL inh3yL + 2 cosh 2',yL sinh 2,yL cosh 3-yL' 59
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This can be simplified by writing each hyperbolic factor in terms of sinh yL and cosh yL:
F(G, s)
4 cosh3 yL - 3 cosh -yL
4 sinh yL (sinh4 yL + 4 cosh4 yL + sinh2 yL cosh2 yL + 3/4 sinh2 yL - 9/4 cosh2 yL)
= (4 cosh3 yL - 3 cosh -yL)/[24(1- al)(I - a2) sinh yL (sinh yL + i3,B cosh -yL)
* (sinh yL -i12 cosh yL)(sinh yL + i,12 cosh 'yL)(sinh -yL -i2 cosh yL)] (60)
where a, = 0.3104, a2 = 0.9395, 81 = [al/(l-_ al)]1/2 = 0.6709 and 12 = [a2/(1 -
a2)] 1/2 = 3.9406. Eq. 60 can be further simplified by use of the method of partial fractions:
=(G1)-0.1430 (sinh 0cosh T + snyL-If1csTL
sinh yL + 02 snhyL Ish sinh yL- i, cosh FL)(007 1 1 1i 61
- sinh yL + i# cosh yL + sinh 'yL-i2 cosh yL)] cosh yL (6)
and thus,
f(G, t) = 10.1430 G10,;(0, t) + 0.0258[GjO,3;1(O, t) + Gij1;,(0, t)]
- 0.0973[Gji2;C(O, t) + GI-j.2;C(0, t)]} * Go0;c(O, t). (62)
The asterisk in Eq. 62 means convolution, i.e., m(t)*n(t) = f' m(t')n(t - t')dt'. This example
illustrates an important point: although the algebra can become tedious, this method of
analysis can yield an exact result forf(G, t) for any geometry in which the branch lengths are
integral multiples of a fundamental length.
As can be seen from these results, the simplicity of the G-function notation is manifest.
Notice, for example, how differences in the inverse transform of the geometry factor,f(G, t),
are reflected in the values assigned to the G-function indices. Note, as well, that a(D, t), the
inverse transform of the input factor, is written either as a G-function, when the branch upon
which the synapse resides is of finite length, or more simply as g(D, t) when the branch upon
which the synapse is located is infinitely long.
Inserting the expressions forf(G, t), a(D, t) and r(0, t) into Eq. 27 enables us to calculate
the time-course and amplitude of the transient potential change at x = 0 in response to a
current input at D on a peripheral branch. As an example, for the case where all three
branches are of equal length we get
v(O, t) = R dt2j dt3 dt4
- GI0;c(0, t3 - t4)GoI;c(L - D, t2 - t3)isy(t - t2). (63)
We will discuss this expression in more detail in the section Numerical Example.
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B. INPUT ON PROXIMAL BRANCH (See Fig. 4 b). The general expression for
V(x, s) is given by (Butz and Cowan, 1974)
Z[ Z,, sinh y0(Lo- D) cosh y1L1 sinh Y2L2
Zr,, cosh yox + ZcOZc2 sinh yo(Lo- D) sinh y1L1 cosh Y2L2
[+ Zc,Zc2cosh y0(L0 - D) cosh y1L1 cosh Y2L2J
V(x, s) = Isy(s). (64)
ZE Zc. cosh 'yoLo cosh yLI sinh Y2L2
+ Z11ZC2 cosh yoLo sinh yjL, cosh 72L2
+ Z1,ZC2 sinh y04L cosh y,LI cosh ?y2L2 j
We choose
R(x, s) = Zco cosh yox (65)
F(G, s) = 1 (66)
A(D, s) AN (67)Al
with
Z,OZ,, sinh yo(Lo- D) cosh -, LI sinh 'Y2L2
AN = + ZCOZC2 sinh yo(Lo- D) sinh y1LI cosh Y2L2
+ ZZ,Zc2 cosh yo(Lo- D) cosh yILI cosh y2L2 (68)
Z40 Zc,cosh yoLo cosh -y1LI sinh y2L2
A1 = + ZcOZ,2 cosh -yoLo sinh z1LI cosh Y2L2
+ Zc, Zc2sinh yoL4 cosh y1LI cosh -y2L2. (69)
As before we take x = 0, Zc. = Zc and yj = y (i = 0, 1, 2). Thus, r(0, t) is given by Eq. 39. We
calculate the primitive integrals for the same symmetric geometries as in the previous section,
except we delete the last case (Lo = LI = 2L, L2 = 3L). For each geometryf(G, t) = b(t).
(a) Lo = L = L2= L The expression for A(D, s) reduces to
A(D, s) = 2 sinh y(L - D) + 1 cosh 'y(L - D) (70)
3 cosh yL 3 sinh yL
which implies
a(D, t) =2/3G0,1(L-D, t) + 13G1;C (L-D,t). (71)
(b) Lo = LI = L; L2 oc or (c) Lo = L2= L; L, oc These two geometries give identical
results:
sinh y(L - D)(1 + tanhyL) cosh y(L - D)A(D,s)= ~~+ (22 sinh -yL + cosh yL 2 sinh yL + cosh yL
and
a(D, t) = 1/2G21;S (L-D, t) + '/2 G01;S (L-D, t) + G2;c (L-D, t). (73)
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(d) Lo = L; LI, L2 o A(D, s) takes the form
A(D, s) 2 sinh y(L - D) + cosh y(L - D)
sinh yL + 2 cosh -yL
which yields
a(D, t) = 2 G12;S (L - D, t) + G12;c (L - D, t). (75)
(e) Lo = L; L, = L2= 2LThe algebra here is a bit involved; the procedure used to simplify
the expression for A(D, s) is similar to that delineated in (g) of the section: Input on
Peripheral Branch. We find
A _Ds=coh L D) I____ 2 +2
A(D,s) cosh-(5 (Lsy inh yL + i V/5cosh yL sinh yL-i- cosh yL
2i/11
@ ) ssinhnL+ i fch'cosh LyL sinh yL-i J cosh yL
a(D, t) = I/5[GO;c(L - D, t) + 2G,ij5;c(L - D, t) + 2Gl-ij5;c(L -D, t)]
2i
+ [G1 ,;S(L - D, t)- G1ivr-;s(L - D, t)]. (77)
Note that the expression in the brackets in the second term of Eq. 77 is purely imaginary, and
therefore the second term, and a(D, t), are real.
(f) Lo = L, = L; L2 = 2L or Lo = L2 = L; L, = 2L Both of these geometries give identical,
albeit lengthy, results:
3i 3i
sinh yL + -cosh yL sinh yL - -cosh yL
)
sinh 'y(L D) ___2_
4 cosh yL sinh yL + i X cosh yL sinh yL - i X cosh -yL
r
~ i i I1
cosh'y(L-D) sinhyL + - cosh'yL sinhyL - -cosh|yLy( (78)
4 sinh yL sinh yL + i X cosh -yL sinh yL - i iIF cosh -yL
a(D, t) = '/2G_O;s(L - D, t) + '/4GIO;c(L - D, t)
i
+ [G
-;s(L-D, t) - Gij-;s(L - D, t)]4 X2
+ '/8[Gii;c(L -D, t) + GCI i,i;c(L - D, t)]. (79)
As in previous cases, a(D, t) is a purely real function.
We note that the choice of expressions for a(D, t) andJ(G, t) are different here than in the
case where the synapse was located on a secondary branch. Rather than commenting on these
differences now, we shall postpone giving the rationale behind the choices until the Discussion
section. We shall then see that some general statements can be made about which expressions
are most appropriate for a given geometry.
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Other Geometries
Although the mathematics can become fairly involved, other, more complicated arborizations
can be treated by this method. Exact expressions can be found for a(D, t) andf(G, t) for the
symmetric geometries. These expressions always are written in terms of the G-functions. In
Appendix A we present the results for some illustrative cases correspqnding to dendritic trees
with either two bifurcations (Fig. 5), or one primary and three secondary branches (Fig. 6).
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
To illustrate the results obtained in the previous section, I shall compare the transient voltages
for several of the above cases. This analysis will show that changes in the dendritic
morphology can affect the way a postsynaptic potential (PSP) is perceived elsewhere in a
dendritic tree. It should be emphasized that the numerical results presented below are meant
to illuminate the kinds of behavior associated with the G-function formalism. A more detailed
numerical study of the relationship between geometry and voltage will be presented elsewhere
(Horwitz, 1981).
The first numerical example corresponds to the configurations shown in Fig. 4 a. I take
each branch to be of length L = X. Inserting the appropriate expressions for r(O, t), a(D, t) and
fiG, t) into Eq. 27 enables us to calculate the time-course and amplitude for the transient
potential change at x = 0 in response to a current input at D on a peripheral branch.5 Fig. 9 a
V U~~D'-.
0 0. 5
-
.25
-
U'~~~ ~~~~~~~1
FIGURE 9 (a) A plot of v(O, t) for the geometry of Fig. 4 a with the three branches of equal length. The
diagram illustrates that the maximum of v(O, t) is smaller, and occurs at a later time the further the
current input is from x = 0. The units are such that r = (2 Jir)-', RX = 3 1i_, Q = 1. Each branch has
length equal to the space constant. The input is located one-quarter length from the bifurcation in the top
curve, and three-quarters length in the bottom curve. (b) A plot of the peak value of the voltage (vi) vs.
input location on the secondary branch (D). Curve A corresponds to the case where all three branches have
equal length; for curve B the secondary branch on which the input is located is twice as long as the other
two branches. The units are the same as above.
5The numerical integrations in this section were performed on a DEC-20 computer using a Romberg integration
algorithm when the integrand consisted of a function; a cubic spline algorithm was employed when the integrand
consisted of a list of values obtained by a prior integration. The algorithms can be found in Davis and Rabinowitz
(1975); they are called CADRE and CUBINT, respectively.
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shows the time behavior of v(O, t) for two locations of the synaptic input; I have chosen iy(t) =
b(t), which corresponds to the injection of an instantaneous point charge of unit magnitude at
t = 0. As expected, the peak value of the potential change at x = 0, denoted as vm, decreases as
the synaptic input is moved further away from the recording location. An explicit display of
this is shown in Fig. 9 b (top curve). Changing the geometry can affect the peak voltage; the
bottom curve of Fig. 9 b shows how the vm vs. D behavior is changed when the branch upon
which the synapse impinges doubles in length.
Another example is obtained by comparing geometries for which the synaptic location is the
same, but in which we have different dendritic branchings. For this I shall use the unbranched
geometry (Fig. 3) and the simple branching system shown in Fig. 4 b, in which the synapse is
located on the primary branch. The expressions for a(D, t) are given by Eqs. 40 and 71,
respectively;JG, t) = b(t) for both cases. Fig. 10 displays a plot of the peak voltage, vm, as a
function of the D, the distance from the synaptic input to the recording point (x = 0). The
three curves correspond to the following three geometries: (A) an unbranched tree of length
L = X (X is the space constant); (B) an unbranched tree of length 2X; (C) the branched tree for
which each branch has length L = X. When the synaptic input is close to the recording point,
the geometry distal to the synapse has little effect on the peak voltage. However, as the input
recedes from the recording point, the magnitude (and, as we shall see, the time-course) of the
recorded PSP becomes more influenced by the nature of the distal geometry. Some of the
injected current spreads toward the periphery; the amount is small when the synapse is near
x = 0, but it becomes a larger fraction of the total as D increases. The exact fraction, as can be
seen from Fig. 10, depends on the details of the peripheral current pathways. For example, at
its peak more current moves distally when the tree branches, thus reducing the amount
moving toward x = 0. Hence, a smaller peak value is recorded for a given synaptic site for the
branched vs. an unbranched system.
Because we are dealing with time-varying currents and because it takes time and current to
charge the membrane capacitances, we expect the time-course of the recorded PSP also to be
correlated with the dendritic geometry. Rall (1967) has defined a number of shape indices
with which to analyze the PSP time-course. The two that will be used here are to, the time of
the peak amplitude (measured from t = 0), and Atl/2, the half-width, which is defined as the
width of the PSP at half of peak amplitude. Fig. 11 displays a plot of half-width vs. peak time
for the three geometries whose vm vs. D graphs were just discussed. It should be noted first that
curves A and B for the unbranched geometries agree rather closely with results obtained by
Rall et al. (1967. cf., their Fig. 6) using a compartmental model.6 Consequently, the
G-function formalism does produce correct values for v(t). The second point of interest is that
the distal geometry affects the time-course of the transient voltage change in a complicated
way: especially for the more distal values of D, both the peak time and half-width depend on
the distal branching pattern. A more thorough discussion of this, including what happens as
the input site moves onto the peripheral branches, will be presented elsewhere (Horwitz,
1981). However, we can conclude in agreement with Rall (1967) that the location of a
6There are small differences due to the fact that Rall et al. used an injected current with an initial spread in time, that
one of their branches was 1.8X rather than 2.0A in length, and that their definition of peak time differs slightly from
the one used by me.
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synaptic input is on the primary branch. For all three configurations the recording point is at the extreme
left (x -O). The units are the same as in Fig. 9.
synaptic input cannot be inferred from the PSP shape alone. Moreover, even in a purely linear
system, dendritic branching can have a marked effect on how a synapse, a given physical
distance from a specified location, is "perceived" at that point, and thus, on how the
integration of many synapses takes place.
It should be noted that the above results were obtained for a tree in which all branches were
:t
a~~~~~~~
.~~~~t
FIGURE 10I A plot of peakf-voltag (utln) vs. distancme (Do) bertwee thre synaptricsinutamnedthe recording
TepointsAniae yh blcorrespondsoanrnhdte toflntheLameph(Fig.l3),catioanunbranchedsyatree oflnguth L -
2kI ad to t branche tree (Fig.4 b) f - each b has legt L-XA. In Ntelat thme
lseftu(x d0).n units arthe same asins g.9distance~~~frmaseiidlcto, is "prcevd at thtpon, an tu, on how...the9 jj
integration~~~~of many ..synpe takes plc....
time of Peak
FIGURE 1 1 A plot of half-width (At112) vs. peak time (t0) for the three geometries examined in Fig. 10.
The points indicated by the symbols correspond to the same physical location for the synaptic input: D-
O.15X (0); D - O.25A (@);D - 0.375X (A); D - O.50X (0), D - 0.75A (A), D -l.OOA (X). Note that time
is measured in units of the time constant.
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of equal diameter. If we have different diameters, the details, but not the substance, of these
results will change. Also, all these numerical results were obtained for the case of a delta
function current input. If the current input has a finite time-course one further integration of
Eq. 27 is required. Essentially, the results obtained in this section are for the time-course and
amplitudes of the transfer functions associated with particular synapse-recording location-
geometry triads.
DISCUSSION
The analysis presented here has centered on several definite geometries, none of which is
particularly complicated from a structural point of view. It is therefore crucial to address the
question of how far this method can be taken, to consider how these theoretical expressions
can be tested experimentally, and to reflect on what can be learned from such tests.
More Than One Input
Our calculations have been concerned with a single input, and with the propagation of a single
postsynaptic potential produced by it. The model we used assumes linear (passive) cable
properties; in addition, the inverse Laplace transformation is a linear mathematical operator.
Therefore, the transient potential at x = 0 in response to N inputs at different locations on the
dendritic tree is given by
n
v(0, t) = E v,(0, t) (80)
i-I
where vi (0, t) is the potential at x = 0 due to the ith synaptic input. Each of the individual
potentials is calculable by the method discussed above.
This principle of superposition ignores two kinds of nonlinearities found in dendritic
systems. The first is that the driving potential for synaptic currents depends on the
transmembrane potential difference, and consequently, the postsynaptic potential produced
by one input can change that produced by a second from what it would have been had the first
been absent. If these inputs are far apart, perhaps on different branches, this effect is small
and can be ignored; but for inputs close to one another, especially inhibitory PSPs, substantial
deviations from linearity can occur (Rall, 1964, 1967, 1970; Rinzel and Rall, 1974; Barrett
and Crill, 1974b). It has been suggested (Diamond et al., 1970) that dendritic spines reduce
this type of nonlinear interaction between neighboring synapses. If this is the case, then spiny
neurons offer the better systems for testing this theoretical model.
It is also possible for the cable parameters (particularly the membrane conductance G) to
be explicitly voltage dependent. Llinas and Nicholson (1971) have reported observing spike
potentials in Purkinje cell dendrites. Our model does not apply to dendritic trees possessing
this kind of nonlinearity.
Criteria for Choosing A(D, s) and F(G, s)
To see how general the method we have developed can be made, we must delineate the way
one goes about choosing the expressions for A(D, s) and F(G, s). We had defined A(D, s) as
the Laplace transformation of a(D, t)-the factor that depends primarily on the location of
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the input to the dendritic system. F(G, s) is the Laplace transform of the geometry factor,
J(G, t). From the results obtained in the previous section we can conclude that a(D, t) [or
A(D, s)] will depend upon two features: (a) the location of the synaptic input on a given
branch, and (b) the branching pattern distal to the input.7 Therefore, the expression for
a(D, t) will not be totally independent of the geometry. For example, a(D, t) is the same for
the geometry of Fig. 4 a as it is for the geometry of Fig. 5 a. Similarly, the same expression for
a(D, t) pertains to Figs. 4 b and Fig. 5 c. Consequently, for a new geometry a(D, t) will have
to be worked out only when the input is on the primary branch; when the input is on a
secondary, tertiary, etc. branch, a previously derived expression will hold.
Therefore, because R(x, s), the factor corresponding to the recording location is always the
same [R(x, s) = Z, cosh yx], the procedure for choosing the correct expressions for A(D, s)
and F(G, s) consists of the following: (a) if the input is not on the primary branch, choose for
A(D, s) the appropriate previously derived expression; what remains in the expression
V(x, s)/ [Zc cosh yx I,y(s)] is F(G, s); (b) if the input is on the main branch, F(G, s) = 1 and
A(D, s) = V(x, s)/ [Zc cosh yx I.Y(s)].
We still must detail the criteria used for the expressions we have derived. That is, how did
we choose the particular forms for A(D, s) that we did, such as those given by Eq. 22? Two
criteria predominated. First, A(D, s) and F(G, s) must be chosen so that their inverse Laplace
transforms could be found in analytical form. This restricted the potenltial choices considera-
bly. Second, A(D, s) was selected in such a way that the remaining expression for F(G, s)
would exhibit certain symmetries in the way some of the branch lengths appear. Thus, for the
geometry of Fig. 4 a we have from Eq. 23 that F(G, s) is symmetric in L, and L2 (assuming
Zc, = Zc); i.e.,
F(LI, L2, s) = F(L2, LI, s). (81)
Similarly, for the geometry of Fig. 5 from Eqs. A6, A26 and A41 we see that
F(L3, L4, s) = F(L4, L3, s). (82)
These invariances say that the mathematical form for F(G, s) shouldn't depend on the
location of the input; any geometrical symmetries in the geometry, such as, for example, L3
and L4 of Fig. 5 both being terminal tertiary branches, should be reflected mathematically in
the expression for F(G, s).
Although we have examined explicitly only a few geometries, it appears that our method
can be employed to study geometries with higher order branching. The Butz-Cowan rules
(taking all the Zcs and ys as equal) essentially allow one to write
V(O,s) = Zc(D ID I.(s) (83)D(a, t1) SY
where N is a polynomial in the variables aD = sinh -y(L - D) and fD = cosh y(L - D), and D
is a polynomial in the variables a = sinh yL; and n = cosh 'yL. We can factor these polynomials
7The particular expression one gets for a (D, t) also depends on the choice of boundary conditions, a point which will
be discussed below.
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so that
V(O, s) = KZ (UD + al1D)(aD + a2f1) . . . (a + anfD) (84)
(a7 + 131?7)(a + 032'1) ...(a + I3kn)
K is an overall normalization constant; inverting, we get
v(O, t) = Kr(O, t)*{G,O,;,(t) + aiGIa,;c(t)} * tGi02;s(t) + a2GI#2;c(t)I * is* * 4y(t). (85)
As before, the asterisk means convolution. The advantage of introducing the factors a(D, t)
andj(G, t) is that they permit us to analyze the convolution product of Eq. 85 in a systematic
way. It would be useful to have a procedure for specifying the numbers ai, ,8i and K of Eq. 85
for any arbitrary geometry in the same way that the rules of Butz-Cowan allow us to specify
the expression for V(x, s) for any geometry.
Different Boundary Conditions
It was assumed in our evaluation of the specific primitive integrals in a previous section that
all branches had sealed end terminations. The Butz-Cowan (1974) graphical calculus,
however, allows one to use other boundary conditions. Some terminations could be open
circuit (killed end); we could even have a branch ending in a cell body (lumped soma
boundary condition). If some or all of the terminations are of the killed and variety, the
expression for V(x, s) would differ from the corresponding expression with sealed end
terminations in a simple way: some of the hyperbolic cosines would be hyperbolic sines and
vice-versa (see Butz-Cowan [1974] for a more detailed discussion). The particular expressions
that we have derived for a(D, t) andf(G, t) would be different, but they could still be written
using the G-function formalism. We shall illustrate this using the geometry of Fig. 4 a. The
Butz-Cowan rules produce the following expression for V(x, s) when 4 terminates in a sealed
end, and L, and L2 each terminate with a killed end:
V(x, s) ZZc0Z.Z,2 cosh yox sinh ty1(LI - D) sinh y2L2 l ( ) (86)
Z Z cosh yoLo sinh y1LI cosh y2L21 (
+ ZcOZc2 cosh yoLo cosh y1LI sinh Y2L2
ZclZc2 sinh yoLo sinh T1LI sinh 72L2
We choose
R
R(O,s)=Zc.=- (87)To
A(D, s) - sinhTy(LI - D) (88)
sinh yl, L,
F(G, s)= Z,1Z,2sinh -yLI sinh 2L2 (89)[ cOZc cosh yoLo sinh yjLI cosh Y2L2(
+ ZCOZC2 cosh yoLo cosh yjL, sinh _Y2L2
+ ZC,ZC2 sinh yoLo sinh y1LI sinh Y2L2 j
If, as before, we assume y, = T and Zc, = Zc (i = 0, 1, 2), then for the case where all the lengths
are equal, we have
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a(D, t) = Ios(L- D, t) (90)
f(G, t) = I/2tGijT2;c(0, t) + GI-;i;c(° t)} . (91)
If the only killed end is on the branch of length L2, then the expressions for R(O, s) and
A(D, s) remain unchanged from those they had for sealed ends (i.e., Eqs. 21 and 22). The only
change is in the form of F(G, s):
F(G, s) = Zc,Zc2cosh ylLI sinh Y2L2 (92)
E ZCz, cosh -yOLO cosh y1LI cosh y2L21 (
+ ZC.ZC2 cosh yOLO sinh yj L1 sinh Y2L2
+ ZC.Zc2 sinh yoLo cosh yj LI sinhY2L2
For the equal length case and making the standard assumptions, we find
a(D, t) = GoI;c(L - D, t) (93)
f (G, t) = 1/4{GI(j1/.2);j(0 t) + Gl.(il.2/-);s(0, t)} (94)
This method of analysis can therefore be used for systems in which different boundary
terminations occur in different parts of the dendritic tree.
Unequal Diameters
To apply this model to neurons whose behavior can be determined experimentally, the
correction terms to the primitive integrals will require evaluation. The most important
corrections will involve dendritic systems whose branches have varying diameters. The factors
which depend on the branch diameter are the membrane conductance G, the core resistance
R, and the membrane capacitance C.
G =d R(95)Rm
R =p 2(96)
ird2
C = rdCm (97)
where Rm is the membrane resistance of a branch unit surface area, Cm is the membrane
capacitance per unit surface area, p is the intracellular resistivity, and d is the diameter of the
branch. The space constant X, the quantity y and the characteristic impedance Zc
consequently all acquire a dependence on d, although the time constant r does not:
A = 4/i~jd1/2 (98)
4p(sr + 1) d-1/2 (99)
Rm
Z 1 P d312. (100)
r sr + 1
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Therefore, we cannot set equal all the Xis, -ys, or Z,.s. Thus, the geometry factor F(G, s) will
be a function of the different branch diameters. This can be expressed symbolically as
F(G, s) = F(do, dl, d2, I . . , d., s). (101)
One standard approximation technique that can be employed uses the Taylor expansion (in n
- 1 variables):
F(G, s) = F(do, do .) *,s) + (di -do) (-)\ad1 d,-d.
+ (d2- do)(-) + * * . + (dn- do)( )Md2 d,-do o9dn d,-do
+ O[(di - do)2]. (102)
Thus, the correction terms to Eq. 27 will incorporate the first-order terms of Eq. 102, and
possibly the higher order terms if needed.
We shall illustrate the effects on the transient voltage of a dendritic tree whose branches
have unequal diameters by using the simple geometry of Fig. 4 a. Let each of the diameters of
the secondary branches by some fraction of primary branch diameter, i.e., d1 = fido, d2 = f2do.
Then to first order,
F(G, s) = Fo(G, s) - (1 -f1)d0-a - (I-f2)doaF (103)kAd, di-do Md2 d,-do'
FO(G, s) is the expression for F(G, s) when all the diameters are equal. For example, for the
case where all lengths are equal, FO(G, s) is given by Eq. 43; the two partial derivatives are
obtained by combining Eqs. 98-100 with Eq. 23, and then differentiating. The inverse
transform can then be found and inserted into Eq. 27. Fig. 12 exhibits the results of the
ensuing numerical evaluation for three cases: (1) fi = f2 = 0.5 which corresponds to thin
branches; (2) fi = f2 = 0.63 which corresponds to the case where the system obeys the 3/2
rule; (3) fi = f2 = 0.8. Plotted along with these is the equal diameter tree. In all four cases the
input site is a quarter of the way up a secondary branch. Two factors contribute to the increase
in peak amplitude as the secondary diameters decrease. First, the peripheral resistance has
increased, thus allowing more of the injected current to flow to x = 0. Second, the total
membrane capacity has also decreased; the same amount of input current into a smaller
capacitance results in a larger voltage amplitude. Notice that this procedure allows us to
consider any particular set of diameter relationships; we are not forced to use a specific one,
such as given by the 3/2 rule. Obviously, the smallerfA andf2 are, the more likely higher order
terms will be required.
Applications
Previous analytical treatments of branching dendritic systems have avoided, for the most part,
treating the branches individually. Besides Butz and Cowan (1974), only Rall and Rinzel
1973; Rinzel and Rall, 1974) have dealt with a single input on a single branch. My approach
to this problem is best viewed as complementing the Rall-Rinzel treatment. By and large their
effort was directed at evaluating the attenuation and delay characteristics of a depolarization
peak as it spreads throughout a model neuron in which the arborization possessed a high
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FIGURE 12 A plot of v(O, t) vs. t for the branched tree shown in the inset. The secondary branches each
have a diameter which is a fractionfof the primary branch diameter. All three branches have length L -
X. The synaptic input for each case is located on a secondary branch, a distance D = X/4 from the
bifurcation. The units are the same as in Fig. 9. The four cases shown correspond to (1) thin branch case
(f- 0.5); (2) 3/2 rule case (f - 0.63); (3)f - 0.8; (4) equal diameter case (f= 1).
degree of symmetry.8 My method focuses primarily on how a change in the branching pattern
affects the transient voltage at a specified point in the tree. Therefore, even though the
particular geometries we have examined are relatively simple, we now can investigate in a
systematic fashion the way in which the potential at a specified point, for an input somewhere
else, depends upon such geometrical parameters as (a) the number of sister branches, (b) the
branch lengths, (c) whether or not the dendrite bifurcates at a point distal to the input, and
(d) given such a bifurcation, the lengths of the daughter branches. An example of this kind of
analysis entails the numerical evaluation of the primitive integrals for the arrangements
shown in Figs. 4 a, 5 c, and 6 a. A subsequent paper will deal with the results of that analysis.
Most neurons have dendritic arborizations more ramified than the model systems consid-
ered in this paper. However, it is possible by using laser microbeam irradiation to achieve
precise and highly localized neurite transections of neurons in tissue culture (Rieske et al.,
1977; Rieske and Kreutzberg, 1978; Higgins et al., 1980); indeed, the lasers that were used in
these studies can be focused to 0.7,um. This method provides the possibility of simplifying the
dendritic tree of a neuron until its geometry approximates one of the model systems.
Conventional intracellular recording techniques can then be used to check the validity of the
assumptions in the model, particularly the assumption that the dendritic cable only behaves
passively. Such studies are currently under way in our laboratory.
Concluding Remarks
Given a branched dendritic system with one synaptic input at a particular location, how is that
synaptic input "perceived" at some other point? By perceived I mean time-course and
"They do indicate how some of the geometrical constraints in their method can be relaxed.
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amplitude of the resulting postsynaptic potential. The parameters that govern, this can be
placed into one of three categories: (a) the cable properties-core resistance (R), membrane
capacitance (C) and membrane conductance (G); (b) the synaptic properties-the strength
and time-course of the input; (c) the geometrical properties of the tree-for example, the
lengths of the branches, their respective diameters, number of orders of branching, etc.
Combining the results of Butz and Cowan (1974) with the method outlined in this paper
allows the last of these categories to be considered. The crucial point that emerged from the
analysis presented here is that the G-function formalism provides the appropriate way for
treating the behavior of these systems analytically; the G-functions give us a precise language
for talking about the structure-function relation for dendritic trees.
APPENDIX A
In this appendix we list expressions for the input and geometry factors, a (D, t) andf(G, t), respectively,
for a number of symmetric geometries corresponding to the dendritic configurations shown in Figs. 5
and 6. The associated primitive integrals are obtained by inserting these expressions into Eq. 27. The
expression for the recording location factor, r(x, t), is given by Eq. 39. As pointed out in the main body
of the paper, there are in principle an infinite number of primitive integral geometries for these trees;
thus, we shall provide below only a few illustrative cases for each configuration.
In each case we make the standard assumptions: Zf, - ZC and m = y (i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4), all branch
diameters equal. For each we list A (D, s), F(G, s), a(D, t) andf (G, t).
1. Tree With Two Bifurcations (see Fig. 5)
There are four locations for the synaptic input: on L3 (or L4), on L2, on L1, or on 4. We treat each
separately.
A. INPUT ON L3 (FIG. 5a): The rules of Butz-Cowan (1974) enable us to write down the
expression for V(O, s):
Zc cosh -yL2 cosh yL4 cosh -y (L3 - D)V(0, s) =A2 I,(s) (Al)
with
A2 = Aa(cosh yL3 sinh yL4 + sinh yL3 cosh yL4) + Ab sinh yL3 sinh yL4 (A2)
and
A. = sinh yL0 sinh yL, cosh yL2 + sinh yLo cosh yL, sinh yL2
+ cosh y4o sinh yL, sinh yL2 (A3)
Ab = cosh yLo cosh 7L, sinh yL2 + cosh 4Lo sinh yL, cosh 7L2
+ sinh 4Lo cosh yL1 cosh yL2. (A4)
We choose
A(D, s) cosh y(L3 - D) (A5)
cosh yL3
F(G, s) = cosh yL2 cosh 7L3 cosh yL4 (A6)
A2
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Notice that A (D, s) has precisely the same form as was the case when we had one bifurcation and the
input was on the peripheral branch (p. 168).
(a) L, = L (i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4):
A(D, s) cosh y(L - D) (A7)
cosh yL
a(D, t) = GoI;c(L - D, t) (A8)
F(G, s) = cosh yL i (A9)
FGs)=9 sinh ~yL sinh2 yL (9
f(G, t) = %sGI0o;c(L, t) * GiO;c(O, t) * GiO;J(O, t). (Al0)
The asterick in Eq. A 10, as before, means convolution.
(b) L3 = 2L, all other Li = L:
A(D, s) = coshT(2L-D) (Al1)
cosh 2'yL
a(D, t) = GOi;C(2L - D, t) (A 12)
1 J9 5
F(G,Cs) = 7 cosh yL sinh yL sinh3 yL
2r(+ 1 13)
|sinh yL + is cosh yL sinh -yL-i- cosh yL
f(G, t) = 1/75 Goi;c(0, t) * {9Gio;c(O, t) (A 14)
+ 5G,o;c(O, t) * Gio;c(O, t) * GiO;J(0, t)
- 2[G,i5;c(O, t) + G-ii;c(0, t)]}.
(c) L4 = 2L, all other L, L.: a (D, t) is given by Eq. A8,f (G, t) by Eq. A14.(d) L, = 2L, all other L, = L: a(D, t) is given by Eq. A8.
F(G,s) 1 2 + 7 + 9I981 sinhyL sinh'3yL 2Lsinh yL +i cosh±yL
1 i1
sinh yL -ii3fi cosh yLJ (A15)
f (G, t) 1'/98{-2G,o;c(0, t) + 7Gio;c(O, t) * Gio;c(O, t) * GiO;c(O, t)
+ 9/2 [Gijj-5;c(0, t) + GI-j,-ij;c(0, t)]} . (A 16)
(e) L3-o all other L, = L:
A(D, s) = e D (A17)
a(D, t) = g(D, t) (A18)
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F(G,s) = 2 cosh yL
3 sinh 'yL(sinh -yL + 2 coshyL) (A19)
f(G, t) = 1/6 Gi0;C(0, t) * [G10;c(0, t) - G12;(0, 1)] (A20)
(f ) L4 , all other Li = L: a(D, t) is given by Eq. A8,f (G, t) by Eq. A20.
(g) L2 oo, L3-oo, all other Li = L: a(D, t) is given by Eq. A18.
( 14 sinh y4 ( 1.43 Sinh yL + cosh yL) (sinh 'yL + 4.30 cosh 0yL)
f (G, t) = 1.43 G1,4.30;C(°, t) * [Gi0;C(0, t) - 1.43 G1.43,1;c(0, )] * (A22)
B. INPUT ON L2 (FIG. 5 b)
V(0 ) =ZA3 cosh y(L2 - D) I () (A23)V(0,s)= C A2 I~s 3
where A2 is given by Eq. A2, and
A3 = sinh 'yL, cosh 'yL3 sinh 'yL4 + sinh zyLI sinh -yL3 cosh oyL4
+ cosh yLI cosh SyL3 cosh -yL4. (A24)
We choose
A(D s cosh y(L2 - D) (A25)
A(D,s)- cosh yL2
F(G, ) -3 cosh yL2 (A26)
A2
(a) L, L (i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4): a(D, t) is given by Eq. A8.
F(G, s) = 9 sih L + 9 inh3 L (A27)
f(G, t) = 2/9G10;c (0, t) + '/9Go;c(0, t) * G10;C(0, t) * Gio;c(, t). (A28)
(b) L3 = 2L, all other L, = L: a(D, t) is given by Eq. A12.
1 [19 5 cosh2 yL
75s sinh yL sinh3 yL
3 3
+i L + cohL+ LI(A29)
sinh oyL + i N5 cosh oyL sinh yL - i v5 cosh yL
f(G, t) = 1/75 [19Gio;c(O, t) + 5Gi0;c(L, t) * GI0;c(L, t) * Gio;c(0, t)
+ 3GiF5;c(0, t) + 3G1jij;5(,0 t)]. (A30)
(c) L4 = 2L, all other L, = L: a(D, t) is given by Eq. A8,f (G, t) by Eq. A30.
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(d) L, = 2L, all other Li = L: a(D, t) is given by Eq. A8.
( r i cosh yL
sinh yL -
cosh yL 1 33 5_F(G, s) Ish
-14 sinhyL sinh2 yL 4 sinh yL + i 1f cosh -yL
i cosh yL
sinh yL + +-3
sinhyL - i 0/i5 coshyLJJ (A )
F (G, t) =/14G1O;c(L,t) * IG1O;c(0, t) * GIo;c(0, t)
-33/4[Clfg;s(L, t) - (i/ 3) Gli;(L, t) (A32)
+ GI-if-;s(L, t) + (i/ fi35)GIi..j-.5;c(L, t)]}.
(e) L3 -0, all other L, = L (or L4-- *, all other Li = L): a(D, t) is given by Eq. A8.
r cosh yL (cosh yL\21F(G, s) [1/3 (sinh yL + 2 cosh yL)] 1 + + (Ai3)sinh 'yL sinh yL / A
f (G, t) - 1/4 G12;C(0, t) + 1/12 Go;c(0, t) + 1/6 GI0;c(0, t) * Gio;c(Li t). (A34)
(f) L2 --cc, L3 , all other Li = L (or L2 -oo, L4 - , all other Li = L): a(D, t) is given by Eq.
A18.
F(G S)=- coshyL r 1.43 coth 2yL
sinh 'yL + 4.3 cosh yLI1.43 sinh -yL + cosh yL
sinh yL + 0.7 coshyL] (3)
f (G, t) = 0.28 [Gi,O.7;c(0, t) - Gi,4.3;c(, t)]
+ 1.43 GI0;c(2L, t) * [0.28 Gi43,I;c(0 t) - 0.19 Gi,4.3;c(, t)] (A36)
C. INPUT ON L, (FIG. 5 c)
V(0' s) = ZCA4 cosh yL2 I, (s) (A37)A2
where A2 is given by Eq. A2, and
A4 = sinh y(L, - D) cosh yL3 sinh yL4
+ sinh y(L, - D) sinh -yL3 cosh yL4 + cosh y(LI - D) cosh yL3 cosh yL4. (A38)
Define
DI = cosh yLI cosh yL3 sinh yL4 (A39)
+ cosh yyL, sinh yL3 cosh yL4
+ sinh y L, cosh y L3 cosh yL4
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and choose
A(D, s) = D4 (A40)
and
F(G, s) = DIcoshyL2 (A41)A2
These choices for A (D, s) and F(G, s) are the most appropriate. In particular, A (D, s) has precisely the
same mathematical form as it did for the geometry of Fig. 4 b (see Eq. 67). Thus, the expressions for
a(D, t) are also the same. This way of choosing A (D, s) is examined more closely in the Discussion
section of the paper.
(a) Li = L (i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4): a(D, t) is given by Eq. 71.
F(G, s) = 1 cosh yL (A42)
3sinlihyL sinh yL
f (G, t) A/3 G0;c(0, t) * GI0;c(L, t). (A43)
(b) L3 = L4 = 2L, all other Li = L a(D, t) is given by Eq. 77.
F(G, s) = (o24sinh'yL + cosh yl)
i cosh yL i cosh yL
sinh-yL + + sinhyL2- +f2 (A44)
sinh yL + i vr2; cosh -yL sinh yL-i- 2cosh yL
f (G, t) = '/24[5G 0;c(L, t) * Gio-;(O, t) + Gol;c(O, t)]
i i
* [G1I2;s(L, t) + - GIi;2(L9 t) + GI-i;s(L9 t)-- Gj,j;2;-(L, t)]. (A45)
(c) L3 -- 00, all other Li = L (or L4 -- oo, all other Li = L): a(D, t) is given by Eq. 73.
F(I)=2 cothyL 1 coth2'yL A6
3 sinh yL + 2 cosh yL 3 sinhyL + 2cosh yL (A46)
f (G, t) 1/4 Gi0;J(O, t) - 1/4 GI2;c(0, t) + 1/6 G0;c(0, t) * G10;c(L, t) (A47)
(d) L2 -- oc, all other Li = L: a(D, t) is given by Eq. 71.
F(G, s) = 4sinhL + ycosh'L (A48)
f (G, t) = 3/5 G0;J(0,t) - 12/5 G45;C(0, t). (A49)
D. INPUT ON 4 (FIG. 5 d)
V(0, S) = ZC 5 I,Y(s) (A50)A2
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where A2 is given by Eq. A2, and
A5 = A5, (sinh yL3 cosh yL4 + sinh yL4 cosh 'yL3 ) + A52 cosh yL3 cosh yL4 (A5 1)
with
A5, = sinh "y(Lo- D) sinh -yL, sinh yL2 + sinh -y(Lo - D) cosh yLI cosh YL2
+ cosh y(Lo - D) sinh yLI cosh yL2 (A52)
A52 = cosh y(Lo - D) cosh yLI cosh yL2 + cosh y(Lo - D) sinh -yL sinh yL2
+ sinh y(Lo - D) cosh yL, sinh yL2 (A53)
For each case we take F(G, s) = 1, which givesf (G, t) = b(t). Therefore,
A (D, s) = A. (A54)
In spite of the extreme complexity of the expression for A (D, s) the expressions a(D, t) for each of the
special geometries can be determined analytically in terms of the G-functions. We illustrate with a few
samples.
(a) Li = L (i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4):
!(,) sinh (L - D) + 2 sinhy(L - D)A(DIs) 3 sinh yL cothyL 9 cosh L
+ I(cosh y (L - D)) coth2 yL +I cosh y(L-D) (A55)
a(D, t) = '/3 G,o;s(L - D, t) * Gio;j(L, t) + 2/9 Gol;(L - D, t)
+ 1/9 GIo;c(L - D, t) * Gio;c(L. t) * Gio;c(L, t)
+ '1/3 Go;c(L - D, t) (A56)
(b) L2-, all other L, = L:
Asinh +(L-D) (2 + 2 coth -yL + coth yL)4 sinh yL + 5 cosh yL
+ 4 cos f L -;D) L2 + coth yL + coth2yL) (A57)4 sinh
-yL + S cosh -yL
a(D, t) - 58/3s G45;C(L - D, t) + 66/25 G45s(L -D, t) + 1/25 GIo;c(L - D, t)
- 4/25 GIo;s(L - D, t) + 'Is Gioc(L, t) * [Gio;c(L - D, t) + 2 G0o;s(L - D, t). (A58)
(c) L3-oo, L4-oo, all other L, = L:
A(D, s) = sinhy(L - D) [I+2ctyL 2anyL3(2 sinh yL + cosh yL)[ 2 t ]
3(cosh y(L - D ) [) c ] (A )3(2 sinh 'yL + cosh -yL) oh'L+tn L 9
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a(D, t) = '3A[2Go;s(L -D, t) + G -;s(L D, t)
-4G2,;s(L-D, t) + G1o;c(L -D, t)
+ /2 Goi;c(L - D, t) -32G2;c(L- D, t)]. (A60)
2. Tree With One Primary, Three Secondary Branches (Fig. 6)
Although trifurcation sites are rare our method can, nevertheless, be applied to this type of geometrical
pattern. Also, this kind of geometry can approximate the configuration in which there are two
bifurcation sites very close together.
A. INPUT ON SECONDARY BRANCH (FIG. 6 a)
V(O s)= Zc cosh y(LI- D) cosh yL2 cosh 'yL3 (A61)
A6
where
A6 = sinh FyLo sinh ZyL, sinh yL2 cosh -yL3
+ sinh 'yLo sinh -yL, cosh yL2 sinh zyL3
+ sinh yLo cosh yLI sinh -yL2 sinh -yL3
+ cosh yL0 sinh yL, sinh -yL2 sinh -yL3. (A62)
Choose
A(D, s)= cosh 'y(LI- D) (A63)
cosh yL,
F(G, s) = cosh -yL1 cosh yL2 cosh -yL3 (A64)
A6
(a) L= L (i= 0, 1, 2, 3): a(D, t) is given by Eq. A8
1 coth2 yL(A5
F(G, s) = - (A65)4 sinh'yL
f (G, t) = 1/4 Gio;c(L, t) * G1o;c(L, t) * Gio;c(O, t). (A66)
(b) L, = 2L, all other L, = L: a(D, t) is given by Eq. A12.
FGs) 1 6 + 7
F(G, s) =49 [sinh yL coth2 yL
/ ~1 1
(sinh yL + i Jfi cosh yL sinh yL - i a7i cosh 'yL (6
f (G, t) = 1/49 {6GiO;c(0, t) + 7GiO;c(L, t) * Gi0;c(L9 t) * G10;c(O, t)
-3 [GijF;c(O, t) + GI il7;c(O, t)]}. (A68)
(c) L2 = 2L, all other Li = L (or L3 = 2L, all other Li = L): a(D, t) is given by Eq. A8,f (G, t) by
Eq. A68.
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(d) L,I- , all other Li = L: a(D, t) is given by Eq. A1 8.
F(G,s) coth' yL A9
F(G, s) sinh yL + 3 coshyL (A69)
f(G, t) = A3 G1o;c(O, t) * Gio;c(L, t) - '/9 Go0;c(O, t) + '/9 G13;c(0, t). (A70)
B. INPUT ON PRIMARY BRANCH (FIG. 6 b)
V(0, S) = ZCA7 I,S(s) (A71)IA6
where A6 is given by Eq. A62, and
A7 = cosh y(Lo - D) cosh yL, cosh yL2 sinh 'yL3
+ cosh -y(Lo,- D) cosh -yL, sinh yL2 cosh -yL3
+ cosh y(Lo - D) sinh yyLI cosh -yL2cosh -yL3
+ sinh
-y(L0 - D) cosh y L, cosh -yL2cosh 'yL3. (A72)
For each case we take F(G, s) = 1, and thusf (G, t) = 5(t).
A (D, s) = A7 (A73)
(a) L4=L(i-0, 1,2,3):
A(D, s) = 3 [cosh y(L - D) coth yL + I s y(L - D)1 coth2 yL (A74)
a(D, t) = 3/4 GCo;c(L, t) * G10;c(L - D, t)
+ /4 G1o;c(L, t) * G1o;c(L, t) * Gio;s(L - D, t) (A75)
(b) L,- o, all other L1 = L (or L2 - o or L3- o, all other Li = L):
A(D, s) = coth yL [cosh -y(L - D) + '/3 sinhy(L - D)
sinh yL + 3 cosh yL
+ cosh'y(L - D) + sinhy(L - ) (A76)+
~~3sinhyLJ(A6
a(D, t) = '/3 [Glo;c(L - D, t) - Gi3;C(L - D, t)] (A77)
+ '/9 [GI,;s(L - D, t) - G13;s(L - D, t)]
+ '/3 Gio;c(L, t)* [Gio;c(L - D, t) + G1O;s(L - D, t)].
(c) 4=L, = L, L2- , L3- 00 (or Lo = Li = L, Lj, Lk-):
cosh -y(L - D) sinh "y(L - D)
sinh yL 2 sinh -yL
cosh y (L - D) sinh y(L - D) (A78)
2 (sinh "yL + cosh -yL) 2 (sinh 'yL + cosh -yL)
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a(D, t) = Gio;(L - D, t) + 1'2 Go;s(L - D, t)
- /2 G,i;c(L - D, t) -1/2 G,;s(L - D, t). (A79)
Many other examples could be given. For each primitive integral geometry the expressions for a(D, t)
andf(G, t) can always be written in terms of the G-functions.
APPENDIX B
To show the simplicity that results when the G-function notation is used, I shall write some of the
expressions obtained earlier in this paper in the more traditional way, which involves the use of theta and
modified theta functions.
Consider the geometry of Fig. 4 a. We found for the case where all three branches were of equal
length that
a(D, t) = Goi;c(L -D, t) (Bi)
f (G, t) = 1/3 G,o;c(O, t). (B2)
The equivalent expressions, using the notation of Oberhettinger and Badii (1973), are
00(L-D X2t
2
'- ( 2L L2 ) (B3)
a(D, t) e- l-e
L-T o(L-D)
x 00i4\2,ffL L2rJ (B4)
f(G, t)= A e-t/T _______o_(B4
0, is one of the theta functions; 04 is one of the modified theta functions. They are defined in
Oberhettinger and Badii (1973).
A second example uses the geometry of Fig. 4 b (input on the primary branch). We found for equal
lengths
a(D, t) = 2/3Gos(L- D, t) + 1/3 Gio;c(L - D, t). (B5)
Use of the theta function notation gives us instead
X2- t (i 2L L2TJ OU4(2L L2T)1. (B6)
a(D, t)= 2
3Lr [ o9(L-D) 9(L-D)
The G-function formalism provides a much less cumbersome notation, especially for the more
complicated expressions. Indeed, if we take the case of Lo = LI and L2 a Xo for the geometry of Fig. 4 b,
the expression for a(D, t) cannot even be expressed in the theta function form in any simple way. This
situation holds for most of the geometries we considered in this paper.
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